A field day for the IRS; changes in tax laws told

Recent changes in the federal income tax laws will be among the topics discussed at this university's third "Ask the IRS" seminar.

In connection with the Internal Revenue Service is sponsoring the day-long seminar and workshops to assist the businessmen and accountants of the central coast with new tax procedures.

The conference will begin at 8 a.m. Dec. 3 in the university's science building. Subjects of the workshop sessions will be "Recent Developments Affecting Individuals," "Tax Incentives for Business," "Specialized Areas Affecting Farm Operations" and "The Effect of Net Operating Loss Deductions Upon Minimum Tax for Tax Preference." Each will be conducted by a member of the IRS field staff.

Those planning to attend the seminar should register in advance so that proper accommodations can be provided.

Checks for the $16 registration fee should be made payable and sent to the Cal Poly Foundation.

Further information about the program can be obtained from Harold Miller of the Business faculty by telephoning (805) 540-3011.

Final round of peace talks?

UPI — The White House announced Friday that Henry A. Kissinger would fly to Paris to resume negotiations with the North Vietnamese today in what is considered the last round of private talks necessary to end the Vietnam War.

A White House spokesman said it was clear, however, that the meeting between Kissinger and North Vietnamese negotiator Le Duc Tho was not expected to produce an immediate peace settlement and would probably be followed by what he called further consultations with South Vietnam and perhaps even with the North Vietnamese.

Ronald L. Ziegler, the presidential press secretary, said the meeting in Paris would last "several days or more" and would be the final bargaining session. He said it would be consistent with a statement made by Kissinger Oct. 26, when he announced that a breakthrough in the negotiations had been achieved and a peace settlement was imminent.

At that time, Kissinger said he felt the remaining differences "could be settled in one more negotiation session with the North Vietnamese negotiator, lasting, I would think, no more than three or four days."

Tho, a member of Hanoi's politburo, returned to Paris on Saturday to attend the agreement's 

Vietnamese students sell cards for children

The greeting cards are reproductions of classical oriental paintings and contemporary Vietnamese art. VBA urges students to use and help distribute the cards for Christmas, New Years, and other social events.

The cards will be sold for 25 cents each.
Since the stated purpose of the GSU has never included the furtherance of sexual activity, I can only conclude that Mr. Ruakovich has projected his own preoccupation with sex onto a primarily social group. In other words, a typical GSU party would be no more of an orgy than a High School Prom. In fact, it would probably be considerably less so!

Gerald Jones

For years a clandestine ecology commando, who calls himself the Fox, has terrorized industrial polluters in the Chicago area. His activities have included plugging up smokestacks, clogging outfall pipes, and chopping down billboards. These things are done because of what the Fox calls the "unresponsiveness of local government agencies towards pollution problems."

The Fox has not been captured in over three years of operation, despite the best efforts of law enforcement authorities. If caught, the guerilla would go to jail, while his "victims" continue to spew forth pollution into the environment.

Indeed, the Fox was almost caught once. Police received an anonymous tip that he would plug up an outfall on a particular night. A trap was set, and sure enough a man showed up equipped with a bag of counterparts and appropriate tools. The Fox was surprised when the trap was sprung, but somehow managed to escape with nothing but a nick in the ear, or vest, of course.

Perhaps the most sensational raid occurred a couple years ago when his prime target, U.S. Steel, Inc., announced that the Fox would form a local plant was harmless—this, despite charges to the contrary.

The secret in the company's plush main office was shocked when a man came into the office pouring an obscenous liquid over the carpet and furniture. He told the secretary that if the affixes was really harmless, it should do no damage to the carpet.

The Fox also left something behind, a miniature coffin. The bomb squad was called in to open it, and the contents of the coffin were symbolic of U.S. Steel's transgressions against the environment. A dead fish and a dead crow were inside.

A group called the "Billboard Bandits", reportedly organized by the Fox, destroyed several more billboards in the Chicago area one night. This was even more serious than Was the Fox's recent billboard caper, when he altered several "No on Prop. 20" billboards to read "Yea".

One thing I know—if I had a nickel for every car that's ever passed me by, I wouldn't be hitchhiking—I'd drive my Rolls Royce limo around and pick up every hitchhiker I saw. So all you people: if you're not going to stop next time you see me, throw me a nickel.

John Darsey

Since the Fox's last raid, he has continued his low profile. We have no information on his most recent activities, but it is known that he has continued his campaign against industrial polluters.
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Hitcher thumbs Jesus
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
at WHOLESALE PRICES

TV-RADIO-STEREO-HF FI-PARTS
picture tubes-television & radio tubes & parts
phonos recorders-recording tape-test equipment
tools-citizen's band equipment-antennas-masts
rotors-speakers-enclosures
Sam's photo facts & technical books

SONY TAPE RECORDERS, TV'S RADIOS

MID STATE
Electronic Supply Inc.

543-2770

1441 Monterey
San Luis Obispo

Your local independent

TAPE RECORDERS, TV'S RADIOS

MID STATE
Electronic Supply Inc.

543-2770

1441 Monterey
San Luis Obispo

Your local independent
Anthropologist explores disputed theories of man

"Men have wasted social resources, converted much of education into a process of brainwashing, and committed themselves to one political insane asylum after another all in pursuit of a goal that is a natural impossibility in any sexually-reproducing species." This is the contention of controversial anthropologist Robert Ardrey, who will speak in the Men's Gym at 8 p.m. Nov. 27. Ardrey's talk, the first of this year's Convocation Series, will explore his unconventional theories of human evolution.

Ardrey is best known for his three volume series - African Genesis (1961), in which he introduced his new evolutionary approach to understanding man; The Territorial Imperative (1966); and The Social Contract (1979), which denies that men are created equal.

Since his initial book, Ardrey and Dr. Raymond Dart concluded that Homo Sapiens did not invent weapons, but rather weapons invented man. "Man emerged and triumphed over his rival primates for this single reason - he was a killer," Ardrey has stated.

He denies that his thesis is controversial since he is "merely presenting a body of scientific proof for what we should all know anyway."

There will be no charge for the lecture which is being co-sponsored by the university and the schools of Business, Social Science and Mathematics.

Vietnam students sell cards to aid children...

(Continued from page 1)

One such project that the card sale proceeds will go to is that of financing an SOS village. This is a village composed of houses containing families made up of a woman and up to 16 children.

The woman, who works under the direction of a responsible coordinator, acts as the children's mother until they are old enough to be on their own.

Other projects that Aid to the Children of Vietnam supports are a foster-parent plan and the building of a second SOS village in Vietnam.

Students interested in more information on the projects may contact the greeting card sale desk, the Vietnam Student Association, or write to Aid to the Children of Vietnam in San Jose.

MONDAY
CHICKEN BARBECUE
$1.89
All you can eat
Children $1.29

TUESDAY
SPAGHETTI FESTIVAL
$1.49
Tossed green salad with choice of dressing
All you can eat
Children $1.19

WEDNESDAY
BIG FISH FRY $1.49
All you can eat
Children $1.19

THURSDAY
ANY OF THE WEEKLY SPECIALS YOU HAVE MISSED...HAVE TONITE

FRIDAY
BIG CLAM FRY
Seconds on the house
Children $1.19

SPECIALS SERVED FROM 11a.m. to CLOSE

HERMANN'S 1010 MONTEREY BLVD. MONDAY - SUNDAY

SUMMER CHICKEN $1.59
Tossed green salad with choice of dressing
All you can eat
Children $.99

SUNDAY
CHICKEN TINGA
$2.49
Tossed green salad with choice of dressing
All you can eat
Children $.99

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY 4 to CLOSE

GERMAN AUTO
Expert V.W. and Porche Repair
OPEN Tuesday - Sunday
9:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
273 PACIFIC
543-7473

An amazingly light leather basketball shoe worn by the best pro and college players. An adjustable arch support and a comfortable chrome leather insole.

962 Monterey

new sounds for your head

Norman Greenbaum/Petulla
Ry Cooder/Boomer's Story
Jethro Tull/Living in the Past
Jesse Winchester/Third Down, 110 to Go

The Incredible String Band/Dion
Gordon Lightfoot/Old Dan's Records

Also Look for:
MALO/STONEGROUND

STEREO WEST
IN THE STUDENT UNION - ACROSS FROM THE BOOKSTORE
Score deceptive, victory decisive, 21-16

by Eric Noland

A final score of 21-16 over a personal lesser like Cal Poly Pomona may not seem like an impressive way to conclude a season and a game, but don't let the score fool you. It was never close.

The Mustangs, who ended up winning 21-16, were never down on the scoreboard. But don't let the score fool you. It was a tense game. The game could easily have ended up being a wash.

Roundhouse organizes dinners for internationals

Roundhouse was able to host a Thanksgiving dinner for internationals. The dinner was held at the Roundhouse, and it was a success. The students were able to experience American culture and learn more about the traditions of Thanksgiving.

You can see Roundhouse's open house at the Roundhouse. The open house is open to the public, and it will give you a chance to see what Roundhouse is all about.

MUSTANG CLASSIFIEDS

Announcements

WANTED used 1978 Intrepid 260 6-cyl 4-speed manual transmission

2500 OBO

Phone 544-3383

Roundhouse operates a 24-hour operation. If you have a question, you can always call us.

Services

Roundhouse offers a wide range of services, including tutoring, counseling, and academic advising. If you need help with anything, Roundhouse can help you.

Far Sale

Roundhouse also offers a variety of far sale items, including furniture, electronics, and appliances. If you need to sell something, Roundhouse can help you.

Wheels

Roundhouse has a wide range of wheels in stock, including alloy and steel. If you need help choosing a wheel, Roundhouse can help you.

Just Blow Your Mind... EXPAND IT!

If you take advantage of Roundhouse's services, you can blow your mind and expand your capabilities. Roundhouse offers a wide range of resources, including tutoring, counseling, and academic advising. If you need help with anything, Roundhouse can help you.

C H R I S T M A S  3 \# 0 2 0 4

STEVY Clubman

Pick any price range between $89.95 and $250 and we'll show you the best 10-speed bicycle in town at that price.

Plus

the best service dept. in town to service your bicycle.